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PM ELISABETH BORNE WELCOMES THE WINNERS OF EUROPEAN WORLSKILLS
CONTEST 
AT MATIGNON HOTEL OFFICE

Paris, Washington DC, 06.12.2023, 23:22 Time

USPA NEWS - The French Prime Minister, Elisabeth Borne, received the French professions team, today, the young winning
participants
From international Worldskills competition to Matignon Hotel
The Prime Minister surrounded by three other ministers, Clement Beaune the Minister of Transport, Roland Lescure, Minister of
Industry, Olivier Dussopt, Minister of Labor and, the Minister of as well as Patrick Martin, President of Medef (French employers), and
Florence Poivey, President of WorldSkills Association.
The Prime Minister wanted to receive these young people from the France team from Worldskills, mostly male, wearing of blue and red
uniforns, and sporting their medials won and the European competition , accompanies of their coach, Mr Vincent and the chairwoman
of The association, Mrs Florence Poivey.
It is expected, that they are trying the world competition for the Worldskills trades which will take place in Lyon in September 2024.
Indeed, from September 10 to 15, 2024, France will host Worldskills competition in Lyon. This competition is an opportunity to create
vocations among young people from around the world, to measure their know-how in 64 trades.

PM ELISABETH BORNE SAYS SHE’s PROUD OF THE YOUNG FRENCH WINNERS OF THE WORLDSKILLS CONTEST
AMONG 65 PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES
“It is with thirty-three (33) medals and a second place that you wore the colors of the country so bravo and thank you, during the
Euroskills. This reception is a passing of witness between European teams and seven in Lyon at the World SKill, for the global
composition with professionals from 65 countries, you will shine the savors made stuffed. We will be there for you and to encourage
you” declared PM Elisabeth Borne, while she addressed the young people invited to share a moment of pride, patriotism and she
added…”You are also proud of your reform and ambition of professional training is to net el sir in the heart of the desire and of each
young person and this excites us every day. You are models for other young people! then exclaimed PM Borne, looking with a big
smile at the excited teenagers in the solemn reception room of Hotel Matignon. 

The PM, insists on the work which allows emancipation, ee who was Minister of Labor, before becoming Prime Minister, under the
second presidential mandate of Emmanuel Macron "We achieve nothing, without getting involved in a task. When we are young and
we have the vocation, and ambition, we achieve it” explains the PM, who defends legality of opportunities since her general policy
trainers of July 6, 2022. She evokes the coatings of the Olympic and Paralymic Games, Paris 2024 “To travel with you towards 2024,
with the best, in sport and professional training experts, this is nothing but immense pride... This pride also of our private and public
partners and engage you, are particularly constructive and faithful, this gives us makes me very proud” concludes PM Elisabeth Borne

FLORENCE POIVEY PRESIDENT OF WORLDSKILLS SAYS THE COMPETITION, EXCELLENCE, GENEROSITY AND
HUMANITY OF THIS CONTEST

Apart from the protocol with a lot of sincerity and heart that we take advantage of this invitation to this evening, Madam Prime Minister,
which delighted our multiple students, of whom we are both proud and enthusiastic, the largest finettes to endow here with you at
home and it is a great honor and very moved that you are surrounded by Clement Beaune, Olivier Dussopt and Carole Grandjean, the
respective ministers of transport, labor and vocational training, who we have become familiar with because they have followed our
evolution in WorldSkills” explains Florence Povey, the new WorldSkills President.

Florence Poivey adds “And we are also proud to see you. you young people with this strength deal engage, next competence,
excellence, yes we entrust you with the future with great confidence. But our experts accompanied them well with great remarkable
generosity and humanity alongside each of them of our students and allowed them to make this journey thanks to your support from
the government and the President of the Republic, Emmanuel Macron and thank you to Minister Carole Grandjean, and in particular



Carole, you have been extraordinarily committed and a wonderful example” exclaims,
She also explains that Worldskills has included disabled candidates in the next edition, and that she is delighted to make this social
inclusion of candidates for the Skills Olympiads, in partnership with Abilympics France.

WORLDSKILLS IS AN INTERNATIONAL SKILLS OLYMPIAD COMPETITION
WORLSKILLS, is a true showcase of professions, the Professions Olympics - “Worldskills” in their international dimension - allow
young people from all over the world to measure their know-how and prove all their professional talent. A high-level competition known
and recognized worldwide, this event is similar to the “Olympic Games” for professions. For several days, passionate candidates offer
a show of excellence in 8 sectors: food, automobile, public works building, industry, new technologies/Information and Communication
Technologies, services and maintenance, plants.
In close collaboration with the WorldSkills France association and the various French regions, Abilympics France is committed to
supporting as many people with disabilities as possible and regardless of age in this skills competition intended for all enthusiasts.
Objective Inclusion!

Olympiads, in a international in scope, begins with regional selections (every 2 years) then national. Each candidate represents their
region and their profession.
Abilympics candidates, young people under 23, can freely register for these competitions on the Worldskills France platform
https://www.worldskills-france.org/la-competition.
In partnership with WorldSkills France, Abilympics France will organize disability-related compensation where applicable (workstation
adaptation, interpreting, etc.).
Some regions also open their competitions to competitors with disabilities, with no age limit. In this specific case, registration is
handled directly by Abilympics France which will then liaise with each region.
More than a hundred Abilympics candidates took part in the WorldSkills adventure. To find out more about the journeys of some of
these talents, discover their portrait here: https://abilympics-france.fr/participants/
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